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British stand-up comedian and
raconteur Daniel Kitson's wryly
funny 90-minute monologue
would probably take the average
person two hours to get through
out loud - his delivery is paced
at a mile a minute.

But as the ear adjusts to the
tumbling spill of wonderfully
observant anecdotes about his
profound six-year relationship
with his rented dream home -
by Kitson's own account a
ramshackle architectural calamity
- you soon realise his comic
timing is superb.

Weaving dry self-deprecation
into a poetic celebration of
imperfection in what is becoming
"a depressingly uniform world",
Kitson's rapid-fire cadences reveal
a story that is simultaneously
about nothing in particular and
everything that matters: love,
moments, memories and finding
pleasure in minutiae.

It's one that will resonate with
anyone who's ever rented.

The address in London's Crystal
Palace he recalls with such
fondness, 66A Church Road, is
subtitled A Lament, Made of
Memories and Kept in Suitcases.
It has Kitson seated on stage

Monologue man: Daniel Kitson in 66A Church Road.

What's on today
The Society: Octagon Theatre,
730pm
Grace: Victoria Hall, 8pm
Etiquette: Caffissimo (Art
Gallery of WA) and Barre Cafe,
various times
Ballet at the Quarry: Quarry
Amphitheatre, 8pm
66A Church Road: Subiaco
Arts Centre, 8pm
Se la Face ay Pale: Hitliard
Ensemble at St Mary's
Cathedral, 730pm (artists talk
630pm)
Last Hope: Astor Theatre,
8pm
The Pains of being Pure of
Heart with Bachelorette:
Beck's Music Box, 8pm
Festival Films: Somerville and
Joondalup, 8pm

among a pile of battered vintage
luggage that opens to reveal tiny
models and a projection screen,
recalling the pleasure and pain
associated with his former home.

Structured like a love story, he
relishes describing his harrowing
nine-month search for "something
lovely" - that number one
priority of any rental - the
moment he claps eyes on it, the
courtship, intricate relationship

and heartbreaking eventual
separation.

Its the details that make
Kitson's heart sing. He soliloquises
ardently about the virtues of sash
windows, the imperative of being
able to triangulate the route
between home, food and video
store in under 10 minutes, and
the sheer pleasure of knowing a
set of taps so well you can time
running a bath to "intersect the
perfect depth with the perfect
temperature".

Breaking up the monologue are
ukulele-backed voiceover
interludes. His deeply amusing
internal debate - lent a
ponderous gravitas by the
twanging instrumental backing
- about whether the marriage of
bacon with avocado in a
sandwich would be viewed with
emasculating disdain by his
friends is one of many highlights.

At the end, Kitson invites the
audience down to look at the
models in his suitcases.

Like his warm, witty
monologue, they're a carefully
constructed ode to life's small
pleasures.

Get to it
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